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Exercise 1

In this exercise you must try to perform a structured finmath implementation of for the LIBOR exchange
option introduced in exercise 1, sheet 6.

(a) Write a class ExchangeOption extending the abstract class AbstractLIBORMonteCarloProduct and
overload the method getValue(LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulationInterface) as appropriate.

(b) Modify the volatility matrix created in the method createLIBORMarketModel to match the speci-
fications in exercise exercise 1, sheet 6.

(c) Create an object of typed LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulationInterface and pass it to the method
ExchangeOption.getValue in order to return the option value.

(d) Change the TimeDiscretization step dt in createLIBORMarketModel in such a way as it no
longer match the time intervals between the option LIBOR fixing dates (1 year), and verify that
your implementation is robust with respect to this change;

(e) Assume now that the Brownian motions W 2
t and W 3

t driving the rates have correlation ρ. For va-
rious values of ρ, find the corresponding decay correlation parameter γ in the exponentially-decaying
correlation setup assumed in createLIBORMarketModel. List that the option values produced com-
paring with the implementations of the previous exercise for each value ρ, together with γ. Are
they equal? Try to increase the variable numberOfFactors and see what happens.

(f) Change the volatility model generated in createLIBORMarketModel from the simple piecewise
structure LIBORVolatilityModelFromGivenMatrix to the exponential Rebonato’s formulation:

σit(a, b, c, d) = (a(Ti−1 − t) + d)e−b(Ti−1−t) + c;

by using the class LIBORVolatilityModelFourParameterExponentialFormIntegrated.

Exercise 2

At your Christmas dinner your grandparent presents you with three colourfully wrapped and beautifully
packed gift boxes. They say you can only choose one box as a Christmas present, but warn you: only one
of the three boxes contains an actual gift. Also, they explain that once you have picked a box, they are
going to open one of the boxes which does not contain the present. Then they are going to offer you the
opportunity to change your choice to the remaining box , i.e. neither the one you chose in first place nor
(evidently) the empty one which they just opened. Obviously, you can do two things:

• Reject the offer and stay with your previously chosen box;

• Accept the offer, and change to the other closed box.

Do the following:

(a) Think to the problem intuitively, and try to conjecture if there is one strategy which maximises the
chances of pocketing the present;

(b) Write a Java program implementing the two strategies above and by using a Monte Carlo simulation
empirically test your hypothesis. Explain the results using basic probability theory.

(c) At your family meetings during the Christmas holidays, tell this riddle to your relatives and friends
and convince at least one of them of the correctness of your conclusions.


